We have investigated the physical properties of the cadmium hydroxide polymorph γ-Cd(OH) 2 using density-functional theory (DFT) considering both the local density and generalized gradient approximations, LDA and GGA, respectively. The electronic band structure, the electronic density of states, the dielectric function and the optical absorption are calculated. A comparison reveals good agreement of the calculated lattice parameters with experimental results. A direct band gap EðΓ-ΓÞ ¼ 1:70 eV (1.53 eV) was obtained within the GGA (LDA) level of calculation. The vibrational normal modes as well as the Raman and infrared spectra of γ-Cd(OH) 2 were obtained and assigned.
Introduction
Cadmium hydroxide [Cd(OH) 2 ] plays an important role in the functioning of the nickel-cadmium battery, being indeed the anode active ingredient of the accumulator discharged state [1] .
It has three different polymorphs, namely the α, β, and γ phases. The polymorph α-Cd(OH) 2 hardly crystallizes, whereas the β-Cd (OH) 2 one has a hexagonal crystal structure of brucite type. The γ-Cd(OH) 2 polymorph, object of this work, has a unique crystal structure, different from the C6 type, as discovered by Glemer et al. [2] ; its crystal structure was determined by De Wolf [3] .
Several experimental works based on X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectra measurements ensure that the γ-Cd(OH) 2 polymorph is a stable material, with a three-dimensional linkage involving weak hydrogen bonds in a roughly octahedral coordination and sharper diffraction lines [4, 5] . Looking for future electronic and optoelectronic technological devices, single-crystalline γ-Cd(OH) 2 polymorph nanowires were synthesized at 150 1C by a simple hydrothermal method using aqueous Cd(NO 3 ) 2 as precursor [6] . Furthermore, the use of compounds like NaOH after the hydrolysis of disodium tetrahydroxocadmiate Na 2 Cd(OH) 4 gives rise to a stable γ-Cd(OH) 2 phase, allowing us to consider further theoretical and experimental structural studies of its physical properties [7] .
The γ-Cd(OH) 2 polymorph is a wide band gap semiconductor with a wide range of possible applications, including solar cells, photo transistors and diodes, transparent electrodes, sensors, cathode electrode materials of batteries, and so forth [8] [9] [10] [11] . The applications of γ-Cd(OH) 2 are based on its specific optical and electrical properties. For example, Cd(OH) 2 films show high electrical conductivity as well as high transparency in the visible region of solar spectrum. Cadmium hydroxide has also been proven to be an important precursor that can be either converted into cadmium oxide through dehydration, or into other functional materials (e.g., CdS, CdSe) by reaction with appropriate elements or compounds [12] . Thin films of γ-Cd(OH) 2 have high transparency in the visible region and a high electrical conductivity. It has also been determined that the cadmium hydroxide can be converted into a cadmium oxide (CdO), which is an important n-type semiconductor with a direct band gap of 2.5 eV and indirect band gap of 1.98 eV [13] , by dehydration or by reaction with elements or suitable compounds. It is a promising candidate for optoelectronics applications and can be used in the fabrication of many devices [14] [15] [16] . In the past decade, CdO of multifarious 1-D nanostructures (such as nanowires [17] , octahedrons and nanowires on micro-octahedrons [18] , porous nanobelts [19] , nanoneedles [20] , and nanostrands [21] properties of the cadmium hydroxide polymorph γ-Cd(OH) 2 using quantum chemistry approach (density functional theory-DFT) considering both the local density and generalized gradient approximations, LDA and GGA, respectively. The electronic band structure, the electronic density of states, the dielectric function and the optical absorption are calculated. A comparison with experimental data reveals good agreement with our computational predictions. The plan of this paper is as follows: in Section 2 we present our computer calculation methodology. Section 3 deals with the main results regarding the physical properties of γ-Cd(OH) 2 polymorph, including its geometry optimization, a detailed calculation of its electronic band structure and density of states, and the assignments of its Raman and infra-red active modes. The conclusions and perspective of future works are depicted in Section 4.
Computer methodology
First principles calculations for γ-Cd(OH) 2 were performed using CASTEP code [22] within the density functional theory (DFT) formalism [23, 24] . The chosen LDA exchange-correlation functional was the standard parametrization of Perdew and Cerpeley [25, 26] . For the GGA exchange-correlation functional we opted for the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) formula [27] . The internal atomic coordinates and unit cell lattice parameters were optimized to the total minimum energy using the ultrasoft Vanderbilt-type pseudopotentials [28] . The plane-wave basis set cutoff energy for our calculations was 500 eV. The electronic valence configurations for each atomic species were: Cd-4d 10 5s 2 , O-2s 2 2p 4 and H-1s 1 . Ultrasoft pseudopotentials help to reduce the computational cost of first principles electronic structure calculations by decreasing the energy cutoff of the plane-wave basis set.
Results for bulk materials obtained with the PBE functional are, in general, very similar to the commonly used PW91 functional [29] . A Monkhorst-Pack [30] 4 Â 4 Â 3 sampling was used to evaluate integrals in the reciprocal space. This Monkhorst-Pack grid is more than enough to give a well converged electronic structure due to the flatness of the γ-Cd(OH) 2 valence bands. In order to secure the accuracy of our results, we performed geometry optimizations using a cutoff energy of 600 eV. The comparison of both outputs revealed that an increase of 100 eV in the quality of basis set decreases the unit cell total energy by only 0.003% at most. The structure of Cd(H 2 O) is shown in Fig. 1 . The unit cell is monoclinic and contains four molecules. Its space group is I1m1 crystalline structure, and is arranged according to the atomic positions provided by De Wolf [1] (see Table 1 ). The lattice parameters position were optimized by seeking a total energy minimum for the γ-Cd(OH) 2 unit cell (see Table 2 ). The unit cell dimensions and internal atomic coordinates of γ-Cd(OH) 2 , measured by X-ray diffraction [7] , were used as input.
In order to perform the geometry optimization, the following convergence thresholds were considered for two successive selfconsistent steps: total energy change smaller than 0.5 Â 10 À 5 eV/ atom, maximum force over each atom below 0.01 eV/Å, pressure smaller than 0.02 GPa, and maximum atomic displacement not exceeding 0.5 Â 10 À 3 Å. The BFGS minimizer [31] was employed to carry out the unit cell optimization. In the BFGS scheme, a starting Hessian is recursively updated. For each self-consistent field step, the electronic minimization parameters were the following: total energy/atom convergence tolerance of 0.5 Â 10 À 6 eV, eigen-energy threshold of 0.1923 Â 10 À 6 eV at most, and a convergence window of 3 cycles. The plane-wave basis set cutoff energy for the calculations was chosen to be 500 eV after convergence studies, and its quality was kept fixed taking into account changes in the unit cell volume during the computer runs.
After obtaining the unit cell and atomic positions, the electronic band structure and the density of states (total and partial, and the relative contribution of each atom) were obtained for both the optimized LDA-CAPZ and GGA-PBE unit cells. Besides, the complex dielectric function ϵðωÞ and the optical absorption αðωÞ of γ-Cd (OH) 2 , for the incident light polarized on a polycrystalline sample, were calculated using the same exchange-correlation functionals of energy minimization, although replacing the ultrasoft pseudopotentials by norm-conserved ones [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] with an energy cutoff of 900 eV. Such replacement is necessary due to the limitations of the CASTEP code to include non-local correlation energy contributions to the optical properties using ultrasoft pseudopotentials.
Results and discussions
The lattice parameters of γ-Cd(OH) 2 , calculated after geometry optimization through the DFT-LDA and DFT-GGA approaches, are shown in Table 2 , together with the experimental data of Riou et al [7] . In both cases, a good agreement with the experimental data is observed. The lattice parameters calculated within the GGA approach are consistently bigger compared to those calculated using the LDA one and the experimental data, which is coherent with the results found for other compounds and the well known underbinding effect for this kind of functional. After geometry convergence using the LDA-CAPZ (GGA-PBE) functional, the computed average pressure on the unit cell was À0.0038 GPa (À0.0137 GPa), and the hydrostatic symmetrized stress tensor components were: ϵ xx ¼ À0.001249 GPa (0.019180 GPa), ϵ yy ¼ 0.009956 GPa (0.019984 GPa), ϵ zz ¼0.002700 GPa (0.002041 GPa), ϵ xz ¼0.005893 GPa (À 0.011766 GPa). It is a very well-known fact that the LDA-CAPZ (GGA-PBE) exchange-correlation functional tends to overestimate (underestimate) the interatomic forces, thus predicting smaller (larger) bond lengths and lattice parameters in general.
Curves Fig. 3 shows the GGA-PBE Kohn-Sham band structures near the main band gap. According to our results for GGA-PBE exchangecorrelation functional, γ-Cd(OH) 2 has a direct band gap of 1.7 eV.
The smaller conduction bands for LDA-CAPZ calculations are about 0.17 eV below the GGA-PBE corresponding bands. The valence band maximum is at the Γ point in the reciprocal space, with a secondary maximum between Y and B points. On the other hand, the conduction band minimum is at the Γ point, with secondary minima located approximately at the Y point. Due to the approximations assumed in the construction of the DFT functionals, the calculated band gaps are very rough and in general much smaller than the experimental data. Indeed, the electronic eigen-energies from the DFT's Kohn-Sham calculations do not match the correct excitation energies, and a correct band gap prediction can be made only by using the exact (and unknown) expression for the nonanalytic exchange-correlation functional, as it was pointed out by Perdew and Levy [37] . The monoclinic Cd(OH) 2 structure optimized through the GGA-PBE approximation was used to perform density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) calculations, or linear response formalism [38] in order to obtain its vibrational properties. The geometry optimization criteria were more stringent than the one used for LDA-CAPZ calculations. For LDA calculations, within the ultrasoft pseudopotential scheme, the pseudo-wavefunctions are allowed to be as soft as possible in the core region, so that the cutoff energy can be reduced dramatically. On the other hand, the GGA calculations within the norm-conserving potential scheme, generate much softer pseudopotentials. Besides, the ultrasoft formalism is more complex and becomes almost intractable for such complex concepts as linear response implementation for phonons or NMR properties, for example. As a result, there is a number of tasks and properties that CASTEP code can address only with normconserving pseudopotentials, including the above-mentioned vibrational properties. Of course the relaxed structure is the same for calculations, no matter the use of either the ultrasoft or the norm-conserving pseudopotentials. The difference is solely on the accuracy of the output result.
The convergence thresholds were the following: total energy convergence tolerance smaller than 5 Â 10 À 6 eV/atom, maximum ionic force smaller than 1 Â 10 À 2 eV/Å, maximum ionic displacement tolerance of 5 Â 10 À 4 Å, and maximum stress component smaller than 2 Â 10 À 2 GPa [38, 39] . For the self-consistent field calculations, the convergence criteria took into account a total energy per atom variation smaller than 5 Â 10 À 7 eV, and the electronic eigen-energy variation smaller than 0.1923 Â 10 À 6 eV.
The linear response provides an analytical way to compute the second derivative of the total energy with respect to a given perturbation. Depending on the nature of this perturbation, a number of properties can be calculated, namely a perturbation in the ionic positions gives the dynamical matrix and phonons; in the magnetic field yields a NMR response; in the unit cell vectors, the elastic constants; in the electric field, the dielectric response, etc. [40, 41] . The infrared absorption intensities are described in terms of a dynamical matrix (also known as a Hessian) and Born effective charges (also known as atomic polarizability tensors, ATP) [42] , and can be obtained by calculating the phonons at the Γ point (k ¼0). Raman spectroscopy is used to study the vibrational, rotational, and other low-frequency modes in a system. It is based on the Raman effect of inelastic scattering of monochromatic light [43] . This interaction with vibrations results in the energy of incident photons being shifted up or down. The energy shift is defined by the vibrational frequency and the proportion of the inelastically scattered light is defined by the spacial derivatives of the macroscopic polarization [44] . The infrared and Raman spectra of monoclinic Cd(OH) 2 are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, without the presence of water molecules. Table 3 , on the other hand, proved by using IR and Raman spectroscopic that monoclinic Cd(OH) 2 has been characterized to be a common hydroxide and not an aquoxyhydroxide with three crystallographically different OH À ions.
However, there is a nice agreement between both the theoretical and experimental [44] curves, mainly in the ranges of 127-200, 230-452, 900-1200 and 3500-3600 cm À 1 , with the stretching vibration of the O-H bond being located below 455 cm À 1 [44] .
Looking at the inset of Fig. 5 , depicting the low-frequency IR region, the most intense IR absorption peaks occur at 271.8 cm intense absorption peak is also noted, being assigned to a stretching of the OH bond along the a-axis. The inset shows the infrared spectra in the low-frequency range 0-1400 cm À 1 range.
The numbers correspond to the normal modes shown in Table 3 
Conclusions
In this work, we have obtained the structural, electronic, optical and vibracional properties of γ-Cd(OH) 2 using quantum chemical first-principles calculations. The structural parameters of γ-Cd We have also obtained the infrared and Raman spectra, both exhibiting a very good agreement with the experimental data [45] , with the most intense infrared absorption peak near 2570 cm À 1 , and the second peak at about 2450.8 cm À 1 being assigned to a stretching of the OH bond. The calculated Raman spectrum exhibits the most intense peak at 2781 cm À 1 corresponding to a stretching of the OH bond related with a A 0 vibrational mode. 
